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In no field of scientific activity during the past half century have the advances been greater than in that concerned with the saving of human lives. Yet along with some of these advances there have been very considerable amounts of charlatanism; quackery and their inevitable consequence—increase of mortality. Fortunately what was false and harmful has generally been,


after a time, exposed and rejected; but not always or soon. And now a particularly evil affair has developed: that of a device that thirty years ago was introduced as a life-saver, but that was shown to be rather a life-loser, and was therefore rejected; yet that now is again being exploited under another name with all the force of high-powered salesmanship and pseudo-science to the inevitable loss of many lives that could be, and should be, saved.

The device to which I refer is a breathing machine that at first was called a "pulmotor" and that now, slightly changed in form but identical in essentials, is being reintroduced under another name as a "resusci-tator." By alternately sucking and blowing, these "pulmotor-resuscitators" were designed, and have been claimed, to remove poisonous gases from the lungs and